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Abstract—DC microgrids or nanogrids have attracted increasing research interest in recent years. Therefore, as a critical component, dc–dc converters with multiple inputs are required. In this paper, a dual-input interleaved buck/boost converter is proposed and its corresponding power flow control methods are analyzed and designed accordingly. Furthermore, the design guidelines are discussed. Finally, in order to verify the validity of this study, the measurement results are presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Renewable energy sources have become an important part of energy production. The application of clean and renewable energy sources, such as wind energy, solar energy and hydrogen, in dc microgrids or nanogrids has been a focus in academia and industry [1], [2], [3]. However, due to intermittent feature of wind and solar sources, wind power and photovoltaic (PV) systems need energy storage units to balance electricity generation and consumption within a power system, which has a high wind/solar energy penetration. In order to fulfill various system requirements, many hybrid system configurations and converter topologies have been proposed and investigated as reviewed in [4]. In order to combine several input power sources two approaches are usually adopted: multiple-converter systems and multiple-port systems. On the one hand, multiple-converter systems are formed by connecting the input sources by individual dc–dc converters. This system configuration offers some advantages such as easier implementation of the power management and control scheme. However, it presents the disadvantage of higher number of components and, consequently, low power density and high cost. On the other hand, multiple-port or multiple-input converters (MIC) [5], [6], [7] have recently been introduced and have attracted increased research interest. In these topologies, the common characteristic is the shared output stage by the different input ports, reducing the cost by reducing the number of components, and increasing the system efficiency and power density. However, the control and power management system tend to become more complex. Some of the proposed MIC do not allow bidirectional operation [8], [9], as the input ports are completely decoupled, and therefore they cannot be used in systems requiring of energy storage units.

Systems interconnecting a renewable energy source and an energy storage unit are usually known as dual-input converters or three-port converters (TPC) [10], [11]. In such a system, the mismatch power is handled by the energy storage unit, which will absorb the surplus energy at light load and will supply the energy deficit at heavy load conditions. Therefore, different power flows can take place depending on the power of the renewable energy source and load consumption.

Based on the previous research [12], in this paper, a dual-input interleaved buck/boost converter with galvanic isolation is proposed. The schematic of the circuit topology is presented in Fig. 1. The proposed converter consists of two interleaved bidirectional buck/boost converters, one transformer, an ac inductor and one full-bridge diode rectifier. Switches $S_1$ and $S_2$, as well as $S_3$ and $S_4$, have complementary gate signals with a deadband. The ac inductor, $L_{ac}$, is the power interface element between the two inputs and the output port. In order to decouple the two power inputs as well as to effectively regulate the output voltage, a duty cycle plus phase-shift control strategy [13], [14] is adopted. The duty cycle of the primary side switches is used to control the power flow between the two independent sources, i.e. $V_{in1}$ and $V_{in2}$. The phase-shift angle between the middle points of the interleaved half-bridges is employed to regulate the output voltage accordingly. Compared to the topologies investigated in [13] and [15], for the proposed converter, due to the absence of output inductors, there is neither freewheeling current nor reactive power transferring back and forth to the power input. Therefore, higher conversion efficiency than other investigated solutions can be expected.

Fig 1. Topology of the interleaved Buck/Boost converter.
\textbf{II. POWER FLOW REGULATION AND CONTROL}

Different power flows can occur subject to the input power and load consumption. The converter will operate in dual input (DI) mode when the load power is higher than the available input power, so the battery has to deliver the extra required energy. The converter will operate in single input (SI) mode when the input power is higher than the load power and the battery has to store the excess energy. The system can also operate in single input single output (SISO) mode, when power transfers between the inputs or from one of the inputs to the output port. According to the control variable and the direction of the power flow, the proposed converter can operate in different modes as explained below.

\textit{A. Duty cycle control mode}

Power transfers only between the two inputs $V_{in1}$ and $V_{in2}$, and there is no power delivered to the output. The duty cycle, $D$, is the control parameter while the phase-shift angle $\phi$ is kept at $\pi$. In this mode, the voltage relationship of $V_{in1}$ and $V_{in2}$ can be expressed accordingly,

$$V_{in2} = \frac{V_{in1}}{1 - D}$$

where $D$ is the duty cycle of the low side switches $S_2$ and $S_4$.

\textit{B. Phase-shift control mode}

One input is completely powered off and only the other input supplies power to the load. Based upon the typical operating waveforms, which are depicted in Fig. 2, the output power in this mode can be calculated as,

$$P_o = \frac{2}{f_s \cdot L_{ac}} \cdot (\frac{\phi}{2\pi})^2 \cdot (0 < \phi < \pi)$$

where $\phi$ is the phase-shift angle of $S_2$ and $S_4$.

\textit{C. Duty cycle plus phase-shift control mode}

Switches $S_1$ and $S_2$ are turned on and both of the inputs can deliver power to the load. In order to decouple the two inputs effectively as well as regulate the output voltage accurately, both the duty cycle and the phase-shift angle are used as the control variable. Therefore, the power flowing between the inputs and the power delivered to the load are controlled by $D$ and $\phi$, respectively.

The typical operating waveforms are shown in Fig. 3 where $\phi/2\pi < \min[D, (1 - D)]$. The equivalent circuits in each time interval are presented in Fig. 4. During the first subinterval, shown in Fig. 4 (a), switches $S_2$ and $S_4$ are conducting and switches $S_1$ and $S_3$ are off. The upper point of the transformer, $V_s$, is zero and the voltage applied to the transformer primary side is negative and determined by the input voltage source $V_{in2}$. The inductor current $i_{ac}$ flows to the load through diodes $D_2$ and $D_1$. During time interval $t_1$ to $t_2$, switch $S_1$ turns off and $S_3$ turns on, as shown in Fig. 4 (b). The voltage applied to the transformer is clamped at zero and the inductor current discharges through diodes $D_2$ and $D_1$ to the output. The equivalent circuit during time interval $t_2$ to $t_3$ is shown in Fig. 4 (c). The voltage on the transformer is still clamped to zero and the energy to the load is supplied by the output capacitor. At time $t_3$, switch $S_2$ turns off and switch $S_1$ turns on. The voltage applied to the transformer is positive and determined by $V_{in2}$. At the secondary side, the power is transferred to the load through diodes $D_1$ and $D_4$. It can be observed that the phase-shift determines the time interval from $0 \sim t_1$ and the duty cycle defines the time interval from $t_1 \sim t_3$. The output power can be calculated as shown in (3).

$$P_o = \begin{cases} \frac{m(m-1)V_o^2}{L_{ac} f_s} \left( \frac{\phi}{2\pi} \right)^2, & 0 \leq \phi \leq \min[D,1-D] \\ \frac{m(m-1)V_o^2}{L_{ac} f_s} \left(1 - \frac{\phi}{2\pi} \right)^2, & 0 \leq \phi \leq 0.5 \\ \frac{m(m-1)V_o^2}{L_{ac} f_s} \left(1 - \frac{\phi}{2\pi} \right)^2, & 1 - D < 0 \leq \phi < 0.5 \end{cases}$$

$$m = \frac{nV_{ab}}{V_{cd}} = \frac{nV_{in1}}{(1 - D) V_o} = \frac{nV_{in2}}{V_o}$$

From (3), it can be noticed that the phase-shift angle can only regulate the output power if the condition shown in (5) is satisfied.

$$\frac{\phi}{2\pi} > 1 - D \quad (D > 0.5) \quad \text{and} \quad \frac{\phi}{2\pi} > D \quad (D < 0.5)$$

On the other hand, when the converter is supplied with a constant input voltage and connected to a constant resistive load, changing the phase-shift angle will lead to a variable $m$. In this condition, the output voltage varies as a function of phase-shift angle and the duty cycle as shown in Fig.5.
III. DESIGN GUIDELINES

A. No-reactive power operation

In order to achieve the operation without reactive power, which means ac current $i_{ac}$ and voltage $v_{cd}$ are in phase, the inequality below must be satisfied.

$$\left(1 - D\right)^2 \cdot \frac{V_o}{nV_{in1}} \geq \frac{\phi}{2\pi}$$

(6)

B. Soft-switching constraints

To ensure operation of zero voltage switching (ZVS) at turn on, current flowing through MOSFETs $S_1 \sim S_4$ must be negative when the corresponding MOSFET is triggered. Therefore, the voltage across the MOSFET is clamped by the forward biased voltage of its body diode. As the waveforms shown in Fig. 3,

where $\phi/2\pi < (1 - D)$ and $D > 0.5$, when the input $V_{in1}$ provides power to the load, the MOSFET $S_1$ in the leading half-bridge cannot operate under ZVS. However, MOSFET $S_4$ in the lagging half-bridge can achieve ZVS if the constraints depicted in Fig. 6 are satisfied. Due to the operation principle of buck/boost converters, the high side switches $S_1$ and $S_3$ can operate under ZVS inherently.

C. Current stress over switches

Due to the absence of output inductors, the MOSFETs always switch off the current at its peak. Consequently, the current stress is relatively high, which leads to high switching losses. On the other hand, when $V_{in2}$ provides power to the load, the current stress has imbalanced distribution among the power MOSFETs.

![Fig. 4. Equivalent circuits in duty cycle plus phase-shift control mode. (a) Interval [0–$t_1$], (b) interval [$t_1$–$t_2$], (c) interval [$t_2$–$t_3$], and (d) interval [$t_3$–$t_4$].](image)

![Fig. 5: Output voltage as a function of phase-shift angle with different $m$ and $D$.](image)

![Fig. 6. ZVS range with $V_{in2} = 100$ V and $V_o = 380$ V.](image)
D. Energy / power management and control

In order to control the power among the two inputs and the load, the block diagram of the designed power management and feedback controller is shown in Fig. 7. The output regulation loop is employed to regulate the load voltage by the phase-shift angle $\phi$. Assuming $V_{\text{in}1}$ is the renewable energy source such as fuel cell or photovoltaic, its power is controlled by the duty cycle $D$. The power from the other input $V_{\text{in}2}$ as an energy storage unit, for example a battery or a super capacitor bank, can be controlled dependently. The energy management and control scheme can be summarized in the following way. On the one hand, if both of the input sources are available, the multi-terminal switches are set to control the input power of the renewable source, i.e. by a maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algorithm, and the storage unit will compensate for the power difference automatically. On the other hand, if the renewable energy source is not available, i.e. during night time in the case of solar energy, the multi-terminal switches are set to control the power of the energy storage unit. Finally, the state of charge (SOC) of the energy storage can be regulated as well. If the SOC of the energy storage is below its maximum, the multi-terminal switches are set to $P_{\text{in}2}$, $V_{\text{in}2}$ and $I_{\text{in}2}$ and the storage unit is charged by $V_{\text{in}1}$ until it reaches its maximum SOC. At this moment, switch $S_{\text{sw}2}$ will be turned off and the load will be supported only by the renewable source $V_{\text{in}1}$.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To verify the theoretical analysis above, an experimental prototype of the dual-input interleaved buck/boost converter has been constructed. The transformer is implemented with planar magnetics as it can be observed from the laboratory prototype shown in Fig. 8. The system specifications and the components used in the prototype are presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
<th>SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS AND COMPONENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Input voltage | $V_{\text{in}1_{\text{max}}} = 60$ V  
|               | $V_{\text{in}2_{\text{max}}} = 120$ V |
| Maximum output power | $P_{\text{out}_{\text{max}}} = 1.5$ kW |
| $S_{1} - S_{4}$                   | IRFB4115 (150 V/104 A) |
| $D_{1} - D_{4}$                   | HFA08TB60 (600 V/8 A) |
| Transformer $T$                    | 4:16, ELP64/10/50 Ferrite N87 |
| Inductors $L_{1}$ and $L_{2}$     | 55 $\mu$H N41 gapped RM12 core |
| Inductor $L_{ac}$                  | 20 $\mu$H Coilcraft 1228D |
| Capacitors $C_{\text{in}1}$ and $C_{\text{in}2}$ | $2 \times 10$ $\mu$F 160 V WIMA MKP4 |
| Capacitor $C_{\text{out}}$         | $2 \times 10$ $\mu$F 700V VISHAY MKP |
| Switching frequency                | 60 kHz |
| Digital controller                 | TMS320F28035 DSP |

In order to test bidirectional capability of the input ports, the set-up is configured to simulate the behavior of an energy storage unit, i.e. a super capacitor or battery bank. This is carried out with a power supply parallel-connected with an electronic load configured in constant voltage (CV) mode.
Figure 9 shows experimental waveforms of the voltages $V_{ab}$ and $V_{cd}$ together with the ac inductor current. It can be observed that the experimental waveforms can match their theoretical counterparts shown in Fig. 3.

The performance of the implemented energy management system and control loops is verified by different experimental measurements. Fig. 10 to Fig. 15 show the input current of both the converter input ports, $I_{in1}$ and $I_{in2}$, in green and blue lines, respectively, as well as the load current, $I_o$, in red. Fig. 10 shows a step change in the reference of the input current $I_{in1}$ when the converter is operating in SISO mode and it changes to DO mode. At first, the current at the bidirectional port, $I_{in2}$, is zero and the load is supplied only by the renewable source $P_{in}$. An increment in the available power makes the energy storage port to start absorbing the energy surplus, while the power at the output remains constant. Fig. 11 shows a step change in the reference of the input current $I_{in1}$ when the converter is operating in DI mode. As it can be observed, in this mode both of the inputs are delivering power to the output. If a variation in the available power occurs, the power between the inputs is immediately balanced, while the power at the output remains constant. Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 show a load step when the converter operates in DI mode. If the input power of the renewable source is controlled, i.e. by a maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algorithm, and there is a request of energy by the load, the bidirectional port automatically compensates the load energy demand, while the input current of the renewable source is kept constant. In Fig. 12, at first the converter is working in SISO. When there is an energy demand from the load, the energy storage unit starts delivering power to the load, while the power of the renewable source is kept constant. In Fig. 13, the converter is operating in DI mode, so both of the input sources deliver energy to the output. When the energy demand at the load decreases, the power at the storage unit is compensated automatically and the load is supported only by the renewable source in SISO mode. In the same way, a load step is tested when the converter operates in DO mode. In this case, the renewable energy source is delivering power to both the output and the energy storage unit. When an increment or decrement in the energy required at the output occurs, the energy storage unit balances the energy while keeping the power of the renewable source constant. The results are shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15, respectively.
storage unit is required. In order to control the power flow used in hybrid renewable energy systems, where an energy and designed. The converter shows good characteristics to be converter based on an interleaved buck/boost circuit is analyzed. Efficiency reaches over 91%. Finally, the measured efficiency curves at input voltage $V_{in1}$ of 30 V and 50 V, respectively are given in Fig. 16. In the worst case scenario (lowest voltage and full power), the converter efficiency reaches over 91%. Compared to other topologies with similar configuration proposed in previous literature, the freewheeling current and ac reactive power are eliminated; therefore, the efficiency is improved.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a newly proposed dual-input isolated dc–dc converter based on an interleaved buck/boost circuit is analyzed and designed. The converter shows good characteristics to be used in hybrid renewable energy systems, where an energy storage unit is required. In order to control the power flow between the different ports, duty cycle plus phase-shift control scheme is adopted. The duty cycle is used to control the power flow between the two independent sources, while the phase-shift angle is employed to regulate the output voltage. Different experimental results demonstrate that the proposed energy/power management solution achieves total control of the power flow between the input port and output ports.
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